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Imagine waking up in the hospital from a coma with three days out of your life missing! 

That’s exactly what happened to me in April of 2014. After a bad diet choice, I had a seizure and 

it made me go into a coma. You would have thought I learned my lesson three years ago when I 

tried to diet by fasting and drinking plum juice. The effects of the diet caused me to end up 

fainting and passing out on the CVS floor, chipping my front tooth. I think that whether you’re a 

male, female, student, or stay-at-home mom, we can all relate to trying to diet to improve our 

body image at some time in our lives. Who hasn’t thought about their body image in some way?   

I just had two kids and I wanted to look good for my husband again, so I tried something I had 

never tried before. After this event, I realized your body image isn’t worth your overall health.  

It all started when I got this diet tip from my twin sister, who said she had lost five 

pounds in one day by drinking Magnesium Citrate (colon cleanse). I bought a bottle at my local 

Kroger store down the street. The solution looked clear and didn’t really have a funny smell. I 

remember chugging the whole 8oz bottle while holding my nose because it tasted like rotten 

lemon juice. Talk about having the shits (sorry if that is gross to talk about). I couldn’t stop going 

to the bathroom. My butt was even getting raw. I didn’t eat anything all day in hopes I would 

have the same outcome as my sister. At that time it felt worth it; like they say, “no pain no gain,” 

or in this case, no pain no loss, right? 

I woke up the following morning at 6:00 am to my leg cramping. I felt really funny. I 

jumped out of bed, trying to relieve my charley horse, and in turn my other leg started cramping.  

This was painful and it wasn’t going away. I felt the cramping move up my body into my chest 

and neck. I remember thinking, “What the heck is happening to me?” I was crying and screaming 

and by this time my husband woke up in a panic. I was saying, “Sorry, I didn’t want this to 

happen.” At this point he had no idea what I did. I couldn’t walk because my legs were 

cramping. I thought I wanted to die, heck, I thought I was going to die! I insisted that he call 911. 

I remember riding in the ambulance. They were trying to put an I.V. in so they could put 

fluids back into me. The ride was bumpy and they couldn’t find a vein. I had to be strapped in, 

and just imagine having a toe cramp and not being able to rub it out or pull your toes up to 

relieve the pain. That’s what I felt like, except my legs and other body parts were cramping at the 

same time and there was nothing I could do about it. I guess the pain was so intense that I 

blacked out, and I don’t remember anything until I woke up in the hospital three days later out of 

a coma. 

On that third day I started to slowly wake up, and one of the doctors asked me what my 

name was. I had told them it was “Krystal Brophy” and my husband chimed in, saying 

“Brophy?”  I smiled and said “Hanley,” because Brophy was my maiden name. I was told I had a 

seizure and was in an induced coma for three days. They explained to me that if you have a 

seizure, your brain is very active and my body was so active that they had to put me in an 

induced coma to settle me down. I was also advised that my sodium levels were super low when 

I came in and that was most likely the cause of the seizure. It’s hard to think about missing three 

days out of your life and not being able to remember it. Luckily, my husband sent emails to my 

mom and other family members of my status each day in the hospital and copied me on them.  

Each status showed progression on my part from tiny hand movement, pulling out my own tube, 
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and being able to breathe on my own without extra oxygen. It was nice to read my progress each 

day for the days I couldn’t recall. 

I’ve tried so many diets in the past 15 years, from no carbs to only eating fruits and 

vegetables. Don’t make me count all the over the counter “As Seen on T.V.” things I’ve tried. 

Some were a little more successful than others and some were definitely harder than others. All 

seem to have had the same outcome. My overall health suffered on several occasions. The 

majority of the time you end up gaining the weight right back. This event taught me a valuable 

lesson. Life is short enough without you doing anything to make it go by any quicker. Your life 

is not worth trying to lose weight all in order to improve your body image. I can’t imagine not 

being there for my two children or husband, and all for the sake of trying to look good. It was the 

worst day of my life, but also one of the best because it gave me appreciation for my life and 

family. Would it be worth it? I think not: lesson learned! 


